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Abstract—In recent years , adaptive filtering has become one of the effective and popular approaches for the processing and 
analysis of the signals with noise especially of the biomedical signals. Adaptive filters permit to detect time varying potentials and 
to track the dy namic variat ions of the s ignals . Besides, they modify their behavior according to the input signal. Therefore, 
they can detect shape variat ions in the ensemble and thus they can obtain a better s ignal estimation. The aim of this paper 
is to study, analyze various adaptive filt er algorithms and apply Mat lab to investigat e their performance behaviors with 
two step siz es of 0.02 and 0.04. Further to remove mot ion artifacts from Electrocardiogram signal as an application of this 
concepts. At the end of this p ap er, a performance study has been done between these algorithms based on various step sizes. It 
has been found that there will be always tradeoff between s t ep  s iz e s  a nd M e a n sq u ar e er ro r . T h e Electrocardiogram 
signals used in this paper are from the MIT-BIH database. Elimination of noises from Electrocardiogram signal example is a 
class ical problem.  
 
Keywords—Adaptive filt er, Least Mean Square (LM S), Normaliz ed LM S (NLMS), Block LMS (BLMS), Motion 

artifact. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

A system is said to be adaptive when  it tries to adjust its parameters with the aid of meeting some well- 

defined goal or target that depends upon the state of the system and  its su rroundings. So the system ad justs 

itself so as to respond to some phenomenon that is taking p lace in its surroundings. An event related signal could 

be considered as a process, which can be decomposed into an invariant determin istic signal time locked to a stimulus 

and an additive noise uncorrelated with the signal. The most common signal processing of this type of bioelectric 

signal separates the determin istic signal from the no ise. Several techn iques can be considered  of which we are 

cons idering the adapt ive s ignal p rocess ing technique. Adaptive filters are self-designing filters based on an 

algorithm which allows the filter to ―learn‖ the in itial input statistics and to track them if they are t ime vary ing. 

These filters est imate the det er min is t ic s igna l and  re mov e the no is e uncorrelated with the 

determin ist ic s ignal. The principle of adaptive filter is as shown in Figure 1.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 The principle of adaptive filter  

 
Obtained signal d (n) from sensor contains not only desired signal s (n) but also undesired noise signal n (n). 

Therefore meas ured s ignal fro m sensor is disto rted by no ise n (n ). At that time, if undesired Noise signal n(n) 

is known, desired signal s(n) can be obtained by sub t ract ing no is e s ignal n (n) fro m corrupted signal d(n). 

However entire noise source is difficu lt to obtain , estimated noise signal n ’ (n ) is used. The estimate noise signal n’ 

(n) is calcu lated through some filters and measurab le no ise source X(n) which is linearly related with noise signal 

n(n). After that, using estimated signal n’ (n) and obtained signal d (n), estimated desired signal s’ (n) can be 

obtained. If est imated  no ise signal n ’ (n) is more close to real noise s ignal n(n), then more desired  signal is 

obtained. 

 

In the active noise cancellation theory , adapt ive filter is used. Adapt ive filter is classified into two parts, 

adapt ive algorithm and d ig ital filter. Funct ion  o f adapt ive algor ithm is making proper filter coefficient. 
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General d ig ital filters use fixed  coefficients, but adapt ive filter change filter coefficients in consideration of 

input signal, environment, and output signal characteristics. Using this continuously changed filter coefficient, 

estimated noise signal n’ (n ) is made by filtering X (n ). The different types of adaptive filter algorithms can be 

explained as follows. 

 
(a) LMS Algorithm 

 

The LMS algorithm is a method to estimate gradient vector with instantaneous value. It changes the filter tap 

weights so that e (n) is minimized in the mean- square sense. The conventional LMS algorithm is a stochastic 

implementation o f the steepest descent algorithm. It simply rep laces the cost function 

                      𝜉  𝑛 = 𝐸 [𝑒2 𝑛 ]                           (1) 

by  its  instantaneous  coars e est imate. The erro r estimation e(n) is 

 

                     𝑒 𝑛 = 𝑑 𝑛 − 𝑤 𝑛 𝑋(𝑛)           (2) 

  

Coefficient updating equation is  

 

                                                  𝐰 (n + 1)  =  𝐰(n)  +  μ  x(n) e(n)              (3) 

    

 

Where μ is an appropriate step size to be chosen as 0 < μ < 0.2, for the convergence of the algorithm. The 

larger s tep  s izes  make the coefficients  to  fluctuate wildly and eventually become unstable.  
 
(b) Block LMS Algorithm (BLMS) 

 
To reduce the computational requirements of LMS algorithm, block LMS is introduced. Here the filter 

coefficients are held constant over each block of L samples, and the filter output y(n) and  the error e(n) for each  

value of n with in the block are calcu lated using the filter coefficients for that block. Then at the end of each block, 

the coefficients are updated using an  average fo r the L grad ients est imates over the b lock.  

 

(c) Normalized LMS Algorithm (NLMS) 

   
 In NLMS, the step size takes the form of,  

 

                                  μ n =
β

⃦x (n )  ⃦2
                   (4) 

 

Where β is a normalized step size with 0< β<2. When x (n ) is large, the LMS experiences a problem with  

g rad ien t  no is e ampli ficat ion . W ith  the normalization of the LMS step size by ||x (n) ||2 in the NLMS, noise 

amplification problem is diminished. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 
 

 Electrocard iogram is a method of monitoring and record ing the electric currents generated during the 

alternat ing contractions of the atria and ventricles of the heart . The dev ice used to monitor and record these 

signals is an electrocardiogram more commonly referred to as an Electrocardiogram. When using an Elect rocard iogram, 

electrodes are applied to the skin in places where the heart’s signals can be measured easily. Cab les connect the 

electrodes to the Elect rocard iogram where the electrical signal is turned into  a waveform on a computer or a 

paper plot. The results produced from this machine allow physicians to observe the performance and condit ion of 

the heart as well as diagnose any prob lems they may  find  in  the s ignal. When the doctors  are examin ing the 

patient on-line and want to review the Elect rocard iogram s ignal waveform in real-t ime, there is a good chance 

that the s ignal has been contaminated by baseline wander (BW), power line interference (PLI), muscle 

art ifacts  (MA) and  elect rode mot ion art ifacts (EM) etc., main ly caused by patient breathing , movement, power 

line no ise, bad  elect rodes  and  imprope r elect rode s ite preparation. All these noises mask the tiny features of 

the signal and leads to false diagnosis . To  allow doctors to view the best signal that can be obtained, we need to 

develop an adaptive filter to remove the artifacts in o rder to better obtain and interpret  the respiratory signal data. 
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In this proposed methodology simulation was carried out using powerful MATLAB tool to investigate the 

performance behav iors of various adaptive filter algorithms in non stationary environment with two step sizes of 0.02 

and 0.004. The princip le means o f co mparison is the erro r cancellat ion capab ility o f the algorithms which  

depends on the parameters such as step size, filter length  and number o f iterat ions. A synthet ically ge ne r at ed  

mo t ion  a rt i f a ct  is  ad de d  wi th  Electrocardiogram signals. It is then removed using adaptive filter algorithms 

such as LMS, BLM S  and  NLM S .  A l l  Simulat ions  p resen ted are averages  over 1000 independent runs. 

 
Motion Artifact 
 

A number of signal-distorting events are noteworthy. Electrocardiograms operate best when the subject is in resting 

position. Motion artifacts are unwanted signal and are generally caused by relative motion between electrode and skin 

surface. When  the skin stretches, the vo ltage changes  which  is  recorded  by  the electrodes and summed with 

the Electrocardiogram signal. Pushing and pulling on the lead wires and patient movement are the most recurring  

causes change in charge boundary at the electrode-electrode paste interface or electrode -skin interface can also 

cause motion artifact  
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

 The extraction of high-resolution ECG signals from record ings in fected with back ground no ise is an 

important issue to investigate. The goal fo r ECG signal enhancement is to separate the valid signal components 

from the undesired art ifacts, so as to present an ECG that facilitates easy and accurate interpretat ion. Many  

approaches have been reported  in  the literature to address ECG enhancement [2]-[5]. In recent years, adaptive 

filtering has become one of the effect ive and  popular approaches  fo r the process ing and analys is o f the 

ECG and other b iomedical signals. Adaptive filters permit to detect time vary ing potent ials and to track the 

dynamic variations of the signals. Besides, they modify their behavior according  to the input s ignal. Therefore, 

they can detect shape variations in the ensemble and thus they can obtain a better signal estimation, quite a few 

papers have been presented in the area of biomedical signal p rocessing where an adapt ive solut ion based  on the 

LMS algorithm is suggested [5]-[8]. The fundamental p rincip les of adapt ive filtering  fo r no ise cancelat ion  

were described by Widrow et al. [1]. Thakor and Zhu [5] proposed an adaptive recurrent filter to acqu ire the 

impulse response of normal QRS complexes, and then applied it fo r arrhythmia detect ion in ambulato ry ECG 

record ings . The reference inputs  to  the LMS  algorithm are deterministic functions and are defined by a 

period ical ly  e xtended , t runcated  s et  o f orthonormal basis funct ions. In  these papers , the LMS algorithm 

operates on an "instantaneous" basis such that the estimate. In a recent study, however, a steady state convergence 

analys is fo r the LMS algorithm with determin istic reference inputs showed that the steady-state weight vector is 

biased, and thus, the adaptive estimate does not approach the Wiener solution. To handle th is drawback another 

strategy was considered for estimating the coefficients of the linear expansion, namely , the block LMS (BLMS) 

algorithm [7], in  which the coefficient  vector is updated only once every occurrence based on a block gradient 

estimation. A major advantage of the b lock, o r the t ransform domain  LMS algorithm is that the input signals are 

approximately uncorrelated. Mean square error behavior, convergence and steady st ate analysis of different adaptive 

algorithms are analyzed in [8]-[10]. The results of [11] show the performance analysis of adaptive filtering for 

Electrocardiogram. Bas ic concepts of adap t ive filter algorithms and mathematical support for all the algorithms 

are taken from [12]. 
. 

 The INLMS algorithm extends the gradient-adaptive learning rate approach to the case where the signals are 

nonstat ionary . It is shown that the INLMS algorithm can work even  for high ly nons tationary in terference 

signals , where p rev ious g rad ien t - adaptive learning rate algorithms fail. The use of two simple and robust variable 

step-size approaches in the adaptation process of the Normalized Least Mean Square algorithm in the adaptive 

channel equalizat ion is investigated in [13].  

 

 In the Convergence Evaluation of Variable Step-Size NLMS Algorithm in Adaptive Channel Equalizat ion, the 

input power and error signals are used to design the step size parameter at each iterat ion. Simulation results 

demonstrate that in the scenario of channel equalization, the proposed algorithm accomplishes faster start -up and  

gives better precision than the convent ional algorithms . A novel power -line in terference (PLI) detect ion 

and  s uppress ion  algorithm is presented in [15] to p reprocess the electrocardiogram signals. A distinct feature 

of this propos ed  algorithm is its ab ility to detect the p resence o f PLI in the Elect rocard iogram s ignal before 

applying the PLI suppression algorithm. An efficient recursive least-squares (RLS) adaptive notch filter is also 

developed to serve the purpose of PLI suppression. In [16] two types of adaptive filters are considered to reduce the 

Elect rocard iogram signal noises like PLI and Base Line Interference. Various methods of removing noises from 

Electrocardiogram signal and its implementation using the Lab view tool was referred in [17]. Results in [18] 
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ind icate that respiratory signals alone are sufficient and perform even better than the combined resp iratory and  

Electrocardiogram signals. 

 
Diminution of Noise 

Respiratory signal is represented by second-order autoregressive process that is generated according to the 

difference equation 

 

x n = 1.2728 x n − 1 –  0.81x  n − 2 +  v n ( 8) 

 

Where v (n) is randomly generated noise. 

 

 Figures. 2 to 9 shows the convergence of filter coefficients and Mean squared error using LMS and NLMS 

algorithms. An FIR filter order of 32 and adaptive step size parameter (μ) of 0.02 and 0.004 are used for LMS and 

modified step sizes (β) of 0.01 and 0.05 for NLMS. It is inferred that the MSE performance is better for NLMS when 

compared to LMS. The merits of LMS algorithm is less consumption of memory and amount of calculations. 

 
 

Fig.2. LMS adoptive filter co-efficient 

plot of trajectories for μ=0.02 

 

 
 

Fig.3. LMS adoptive filter squared error 

plot of trajectories for μ=0.02 
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Fig.4. LMS adoptive filter co-efficient 

plot of trajectories for μ=0.004 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5. LMS adoptive filter squared error 

plot of trajectories for μ=0.004 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig.6. NLMS adoptive filter co-efficient 

plot of trajectories for μ=0.02 
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Fig.7. NLMS adoptive filter squared error 

plot of trajectories for μ=0.02 
 

 

  
 

Fig.8. NLMS adoptive filter co-efficient 
plot of trajectories for μ=0.004 

 

 
 

Fig.9. NLMS adoptive filter squared error 

plot of trajectories for μ=0.004 

 

IV. COMPARATIVE ASS ESSMENT OF RES ULTS 

 

 Table 1 prov ides the comparison of mean squared error (MSE) and Convergence rate (C in terms of number 

of iterat ions that the filter coefficients converge) of different algorithms. It is observed from Figure 2 and Figure 3, 

the convergence speed for μ =0.02 is faster than μ=0.004. But MSE performance is comparat ively better for 

μ=0.004 than μ=0.02. Convergence rate of LMS algorithm is better when μ=0.02 and low MSE value when 

μ=0.004. Hence choosing an algorithm depends on the parameter on which system has more concern.  

 

Tab le1 shows the comparison of result ing mean s qu a re  e r ro r wh i le  e l im inat ing  Motion Artifacts  from 

respiratory signals using various adaptive filter algorithms with d ifferent step sizes. The observed MSE for LMS 

as shown in Figure 5 
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is very low for μ =0.02 compared with μ =0.004. The performance of BLMS depends on block length L and  

NLMS depends on the normalized step size β. Observ ing all cases, we can in fer that interference is better when  

choosing μ =0.02 for the compared to μ =0.004. The step size μ =0.004 can be used unless the convergence speed is 

a matter o f great concern. It is found that the value of MSE also depends on the number of samples taken for 

analysis. The proposed adaptive filter can support the task o f eliminat ing mot ion artifacts with fast numerical 

convergence.  

 

TABLE 1 

Comparison of MSE in removing motion artifacts 

 

Algorithm Motion Artifacts  

μ=0.02 μ=0.004 

MS E MS E 

LMS 1 .6e-007 2.66e-005 

BLMS 3.2e-004 0.016 

NLMS β = 0.05 β = 0.01 

 2. 1e-007 1 .057e-008 

 

It  is  in fer red  that  the MSE performance is better for NLMS when compared to LM S. The mer it s  o f LMS  

algor ith m is  les s  consumption of memory and amount of calcu lat ion. It has been found that there will be 

always tradeoff between step sizes and Mean square error. It is also observed that the performance depends on  

the number of samples taken for consideration.  

 

V. CONCLUS ION  
 

 This study has revealed useful properties of different adap t ive filter algorithms . The intent ion is to  

optimize adaptive  filter algorithms so that we can dimin ish the MSE so as to improve the quality of eliminat ing  

int rusion . It is in ferred that the MS E per for mance is  bet ter fo r NLMS when  compared to LMS. The merits 

of LMS algorithm is les s cons umpt ion  of me mory  and  amount  o f calcu lat ion. It has been found that there 

will be always tradeoff between step sizes and Mean square erro r. It is als o obs erved that the performance 

depends on the number o f samples taken for consideration. Choosing an algorithm depends on the parameter on  

which the system has much concern. The fu tu re work includes the opt imizat ion  o f algorithms fo r all kinds 

of no ises. 
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